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Energy transition refers to the global energy sector’s shift from
fossil-based systems of energy production and consumption —
including oil, natural gas and coal — to renewable energy sources
like wind and solar, as well as lithium-ion batteries.

The increasing penetration of renewable energy into the energy
supply mix, the onset of electrification and improvements in energy
storage are all key drivers of the energy transition.

Regulation and commitment to decarbonization has been mixed, but
the energy transition will continue to increase in importance as
investors prioritize environmental, social and governance (ESG)
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As more investors and companies seek greater clarity and confidence in

accounting for long-term , businesses are

adapting to the "energy transition" — a transformation of the global energy

sector from fossil-based systems of energy production and consumption to

renewable energy sources. Switching from nonrenewable energy sources

like oil, natural gas, and coal to renewable energy is made possible by

technological advancements and a societal push toward sustainability.

Spurred by structural, permanent changes to energy supply, demand, and

prices, the energy transition also aims to reduce energy-related greenhouse

gas emissions through various forms of .

After years of depending on regulation for growth in the sector, renewable

energy sources have become a powerful and cost-effective source of

electricity. The costs of both solar and wind have fallen so drastically that in

some regions of the  , as well as in the , wind power has

become cheaper than traditional high-carbon energy resources. As costs

continue to fall and wind and solar become mainstream, the renewable

energy sector will only keep growing and solidify as a strong investment

opportunity.

 forecasts  the world’s total renewable-

based power capacity to increase 50% between 2019 and 2024. In response

to this shift, utilities have begun a rapid energy transition .

While some market observers expect that transition to slow, pressure is

mounting on  existing assets that depend on coal

supplies and build out other forms of power generation. Many major oil

companies are  on and  into renewable

and low carbon energy in response to growing concerns over climate

change. As the movement continues to expand, 

provide a holistic perspective on the energy transition. 

Although federal subsidies for wind and solar energy are set to expire, the

factors.

climate risks and opportunities

decarbonization

U.S. U.K. and Europe

The International Energy Agency

away from coal

power generators to retire

accelerating spending diversifying

S&P Global’s ESG Solutions
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demand for renewable energy,  large-scale

renewable energy purchases, will likely remain high. The corporate

renewables market is expected to continue to grow in 2019 after more than

doubling the previous peak of annual corporate renewable capacity since

2015. Demand has already been secured through initiatives such as the

, under which large companies have committed to source

100% of their power from renewable sources, and the Renewable Energy

Buyers Alliance, which was launched by  including

Facebook Inc., Google LLC, Walmart Inc., and General Motors Co.

Generating power from renewables is only part of the energy transition.

Mass introduction of  and energy

storage, coupled with greater usage of technologies to improve energy

efficiency, are also driving this movement. As the average cost of

 has fallen drastically on a mixture of manufacturing

economies of scale and technology improvements, companies and

consumers alike are increasingly turning to electrification for power

transportation, making the transition to electric vehicles (EVs) one of the

largest potential areas for electrification. The  could

reach 10%-12.5% by 2025.

Another central factor for renewable energy and electrification (and the

energy transition overall) is renewable energy storage, which could solve

the production problems many renewable energy technologies face. Though

long seen as the missing link between intermittent renewable power and

constant reliability, energy storage has begun playing a broader role in the

energy transition, with the potential to enable the eventual decarbonization

of energy systems. As costs fall, renewable energy storage has the potential

for broad use beyond the niche markets in which it is currently employed.

Some commercial uses for  are already more economical.

Global regulatory structures in the realm of energy transition have been

fairly uneven. In Europe, regulators have taken a leading role in pushing

toward a a review on how to reach the  by

launching  target for 2050. Many

EU countries have been outspoken about their energy and electrification

driven primarily by corporations’

RE100 coalition

over 300 companies

electric transportation infrastructure

lithium-ion batteries

global EV adoption rate

energy storage

carbon-neutral economy
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priorities by publicly setting  Led in large part by China,

 are also trying to determine how to increase energy

access and sustain development while also transitioning toward cleaner

energy sources. In the U.S., there is growing political momentum around

lower greenhouse gas-emitting power generation and a clean energy

economy. 

Together, almost 200 nations have committed to curbing global warming by

substantially reducing greenhouse gas emissions; however, the fulfillment

of those commitments has varied. Regulation and commitment have been

uneven across the global economy, with some nations continuing to grow

their emissions despite promises of further decarbonization.

Accounting for the various components of the energy transition and

evaluating companies’ preparedness for this shift requires ESG-centric

tools. S&P Global’s ,  and ,

among other ESG solutions, provide investors with the essential

intelligence needed to better understand the risks and opportunities

related to the energy transition and environmental risk. Overall, the energy

transition is central to ESG investing by pushing toward a carbon-neutral

economy.

related targets.

emerging economies

S&P 500 ESG Index Risk Atlas ESG Evaluations
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